The interest in non-Newtonian sprays has increased considerably in recent years, driven by their relevance to applications such as coating and painting, spray drying, additive manufacturing, food processing, drug delivery, gelled rocket propellants, and many others. Whilst atomization of Newtonian fluids, such as water and liquid fuels, is well understood and has been transferred into relatively mature technologies, the physics of non-Newtonian fluids atomization is poorly understood to date, and the literature on this topic is still in its infancy.
vi Bertola the morphology; they also propose a physical mechanism to explain how the viscoelastic liquid sheet evolves into ligaments.
One important aspect of spray investigation is the interaction between droplets and the liquid film deposited on the target surface. The work by Blackwell et al. presents an experimental investigation of the impact of viscoplastic (or yield-stress) drops on pre-coated horizontal surfaces, with focus on the effects of drop size, impact velocity, precoating thickness, and rheological material properties. The impact duration, the rebound height, the maximum radial spread, and the final crater diameter are presented as a function of a single dimensionless parameter expressing the ratio of inertial to dissipative forces accounting for the impacting drop geometry.
Although it was not possible to address several important issues concerning non-Newtonian sprays, we hope this special issue will provide a useful reference and, more importantly, inspire further research in this fast-growing and fascinating research subject. 
